
[Gertrude Bell, Al-Hatoum, the ‘Queen of the Desert’, was a traveller, linguist, writer, 
intelligence officer and a key influence in the creation of the state of Iraq in 1921, subsequently 
becoming the British High Commission’s advisor to Faisal, king of the new state. She 
subsequently commissioned archaeology for, planned and established Iraq’s Museum of 
Antiquities for King Faisal. In July 1926 she died of an overdose of sleeping pills, possibly 
intentional. If it was suicide, the following might have been a relevant last reflection.] 

 

 

11 July 1926 

I am too exhausted to sleep, after nights and days spent cataloguing Iraq’s finds and birthing 
the First Gallery of Faisal’s Museum of Antiquities a month ago.  

In my sleeplessness I have taken to pondering the final value of my years working within the 
British administration to counter their own colonial ambitions and establish an independent 
Iraq under King Faisal five years ago; then more years defending Sumerian finds from excessive 
plunder by the British Museum and others, and training local staff for the Iraq National 
Museum. I do not seek praise, but I do wonder whether if I do not write my own story, who 
will? Captain Lawrence has written his it appears. But surely my time would be better spent 
penning a tome putting Iraq and Iraqis centre-stage rather than myself. 

I have been hearing about TEL’s book of the Arab struggle to be published at the end of the 
year, and have been waiting since the first rumours of it for him to consult me. Now there are 
proofs of his ‘Seven Pillars of Wisdom’ in a few hands here in Baghdad, but he has not yet seen 
fit to send them to me. My first sight of them was this afternoon, when the Queen, Faisal’s wife, 
asked for my help with the copy TEL has sent to the King. She wanted to mark all the parts 
dealing with her husband, and with me. There was no index so I pored over it till dusk, and 
found, to the Queen’s surprise, and I must say also to mine, that I do not figure at all, either in 
the later back-and-forth story of Baghdad negotiations, or in our early intelligence-gathering 
days based in Cairo together. 

“An oversight,” I told the Queen. But now that I have passed through my astonishment, and 
reflected on TEL’s capacity for self-aggrandisement, I feel his omitting to consult me or send me 
proofs has been deliberate, for his account is of course about TEL: he must have decided not to 
tarnish his own glory by admitting that he relied on my accounts of sites, alliances and 
aspirations of the tribes when planning his approaches to them; and on my administrative roles 
in achieving Iraq. Is he jealous? Of my early travels in the Nejd, and of my Arabic being 
superior to his? Or has he cut me out due to envy of my role in the Iraq Conference and of my 
tête à têtes with both Churchills, crucial to persuading Winston and our administration of the 
value of independence for Iraq rather than a colonial status ? Or is Lawrence piqued at my 
appointment as Faisal’s advisor by the British High Commission? That can hardly be addressed, 
or even soothed, by erasing my willing contributions, and corrections, to his understanding of 
tribal relations, my essential information about trails, wells, customs and persons, all critical to 
what he thinks of as ‘his’ war as well as to the genesis of independent Iraq? Why leave me off 



the list of our gang of ‘The Intrusives’ in Cairo who focused together on directing British 
attention to supporting the Arab cause rather than ignoring it. How could he just wipe me out 
his story? 

I have always thought of Lawrence as a friend, delighting as I watch him work his undoubted 
charm, impressed by his archaeological knowledge, and by his valour and staying-power 
during the desert wars he fought in and supported, to the benefit of us all. 

But now I wonder how reliable, or rather how complete, his written accounts are: how many 
others has he conveniently, to himself, omitted to mention? 

And I realise now that while he took great pleasure in putting me right over archaeology, he 
always looked small in his seat during my political presentations in Cairo and Baghdad: I 
remember I could never catch his eye, and afterwards he would stand by while other 
colleagues commented or complimented me.  

This pique, or whatever it is, has nothing to do with more ‘personal’ attentions, for not only am 
I much older than TEL and much taller, but, as everybody knows, he likes boys. Something that 
may trouble him more than it does me, is our different backgrounds – mine being of greater 
wealth, not least in influential family contacts. But surely this has only been to his advantage 
through my introductions and my generous friendship. And have I not frequently praised his 
efforts as well as his courage in his military exploits, official and unofficial? 

Now I am left with that perennial and universal explanation of slight - that I am a woman. Can 
that be why he has seen fit to un-Person me? 

These thoughts render me more tired than ever as I reflect that this slight to me may indicate 
further slights to many others.  And disappointed in myself for dwelling on my Person-hood 
like this.  

--------- 
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